Privacy Policy

This policy applies to information that we collect through this website.

What information do we collect?
When you visit our website you may be asked to enter your name, email address, mailing address, phone number or information regarding this site. You may also be asked to turn on the cookie feature of your browser so that we can identify when you return to the site.

How we will use the information we collect?
We will use the information that we collect to improve your experience of this site by personalising that experience facilitating faster access to the site. We also use cookies to record your browsing preferences when accessing this website.

Where you contact us via this site we will keep a record of the information that you use to complete the form and we will use that information to respond to your contact.

When you visit the site we may collect non-identifiable information regarding your visit including the browser type, version, language, operating system, pages viewed while browsing the site, page access times and referring website addresses. This information is used internally for the purposes of gauging visitor traffic, trends and making improvements to the website.

We reserve the right to collect other non-identifiable information, if, at a future date, we use the information to improve access to the site and the site generally.

Accessing the information we collect

You can request in writing a copy of the personal identifiable information we collected from you. We reserve the right to charge for the costs of providing that information and to decline to provide it where we are exempted by the law from doing so.

Any questions regarding this privacy policy should be directed to the webmaster at first instance at webmaster@greekorthodox.org.au